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ABSTRACT
Unmanned Mars rovers are presented with the unique challenge of requiring autonomous driving
control over rough, adverse territory. A software package, dubbed Artemis, was developed in
order to model the expected forces and torques on a rover's drive wheels while traveling across
unfamiliar Martian terrain. However, experimental testing must be done in order to validate this
theoretical model. A test rig was developed by MIT's Robotic Mobility Group to measure the
forces and torques on a single rover wheel as it traverses across a soil simulant of the Martian
surface, and compared that measured data to the hypothetical results predicted by Artemis. A
significant portion of this work is dedicated toward the determination of the proper soil simulant
to use in the test rig. Several compositions of Mauricetown NJ70 material and SilCoSil 250
Ground Silica were tested in a direct shear test in order to distinguish the properties of the
material at various concentrations. With its high residual stress, low peak strength, and large
internal friction angle, a mixture of 75% NJ70 with 25% SilCoSil by weight was selected as the
Martian soil simulant. The experimental data revealed that as slip values and vertical loads on the
rover wheel increases, values for drawbar force, wheel torque, and sinkage generally increase as
well, which are the same trends predicted by the Artemis software package. Supplementary
testing will need to be completed for additional slip levels and vertical loads to further
substantiate the results of the Artemis software. Moreover, additional testing should be done to
characterize the test soil's properties, to directly compare the results of the Artemis model to the
experimental figures.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl lagnemma
Title: Principle Research Scientist, LMP
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1. Introduction
The Curiosity Rover, part of NASA's Mars Science Laboratory mission, first touched
down on Mars on August 6, 2012. During its twenty-three month long mission, the rover is
tasked with exploring the recondite area and determining the possibility of past or current
microbial life near the landing site. Unmanned Mars rovers such as Sojourner, Spirit, and
Opportunity have become extraordinary staples of NASA's arsenal in analyzing uncharted
terrain. The capacity for these rovers to physically traverse, and take direct measurements and
observations of, the Martian surface, has been invaluable. However, this foreign terrain presents
unique challenges to the autonomous roving necessary for the rigs to properly travel. The Spirit
Rover, after landing on Mars in 2004, remained relatively operational until May 2009, when the
wheels of the rover became stuck near Home Plate in a bed of soft sand 7. Engineers attempted to
free to the rover for ten months until it was determined that further transportation was
impossible, and the rover was to remain stationary until its eventual mission end in May 2011.
Since landing in 2004, Opportunity has faced several adversities which have almost led to
complete embedding and commenced translation as well6 . Now, as Curiosity has begun its
translation over the Martian planet, it has become clear "that realistic simulations of rover-terrain
interactions during traverses are needed to help engineers define safe and efficient paths to way
points," and maintain the operational life of these rovers.
A software package has been developed through a combined effort with Washington
University in St. Louis, California Institute of Technology, and MIT, to model the array of
topographical situations the Curiosity rover may face, and control the driving and steering
operations of the rover to and from various waypoints. Dubbed Artemis (Adams-based Rover
Terramechanics and Mobility Interaction Simulator), the software package contains a series of
equations which model and calculate the expected drawbar forces, torque, and sinkage on a
rover's wheels during operation. However, further confirmation of the validity of the predicted
values must be completed through empirical testing. Likewise, in a case where an emergency
does arise, and the rover is close to, or is stuck in, an embedding situation, an empirical test may
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be necessary to determine the reaction forces the wheel will face, and the best course of action to
take.
This thesis is dedicated towards the justification of the theoretical and mathematical
models employed by Artemis to determine the terramechanical reactions on Curiosity's drive
wheels during operation over loose soil terrain. Section 2 details the mathematical equations and
theory which underlines the calculations for expected force, torque, sinkage, and slip on
Curiosity's drive wheels. Section 3 will detail the experiments run to determine one of the most
crucial elements of the experimental set up: the soil used to replicate the Martian landscape.
Section 4 reveals the experimental setup used for data collection. Section 5 details the
experimental procedure. Section 6 will detail the results from our experiments, and compare
those empirical results to the trends predicted by the theoretical model.
2. Theoretical Model for Wheel-Terrain Interaction
From Zhou et al, the Artemis software "uses motion statements to control driving and
steering actuator rotational angles and speeds" 12. The software contains multiple models for
wheel-terrain interactions. As the rover traverses across the landscape, and the characteristics of
the terrain vary, the model for wheel-topography contact is adjusted such that the assumptions of
each mathematical model agree with the properties of that terrain. Examples of these models
include wheel-bedrock contact models and wheel-soil interaction models. Our testing focuses
on the validation of the wheel-soil interaction model, including the various calculations used to
characterize wheel slippage, wheel sinkage, forces, and torques on the wheels.
The following is an outline of the equations used to determine wheel slippage, forces,
torques, wheel sinkage, and other relevant parameters of the wheel-soil interaction model. This
compilation was previously completed by Senatore, Senatore and lagnemma, and Zhou et al.,
and the relevant portions that relate to this experimental study are reprinted here, borrowing
heavily from those works.
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2.1 Wheel Slippage
Wheel slippage is a measure of the relative motion between the angular displacement of a
wheel and the linear displacement of the wheel over its terrain. Equation I is used to calculate
slip:
V
ro
(1)
where i is the value for slip, v is the wheel's forward velocity, (o is the wheel's angular velocity,
and r is the wheel's radius. Slip values are bounded from 0 to 1.0 for forward driving. As the
value approaches zero, the angular displacement of the wheel matches the longitudinal
displacement of the rover, and there is no slip between the wheel and the ground. As the value
for slip increases, the wheel rotates at a certain angular velocity which does not translate to
longitudinal displacement of the rover. At a slip value of 1.0, no longitudinal displacement
occurs due to the wheel's rotation, and the wheels spin in place.
2.2 Pressure Sinkage
The pressure-sinkage relationship was described by Bekker in the form of a semi-
empirical equation that models the pressure on a plate during a bevameter test9 . In a bevameter, a
constantly increasing load is put onto a plate parallel to the ground, and is slowly pushed
perpendicularly down into a test surface. The values for load and sinkage are measured and
recorded throughout the test. This proposed relation is commonly referred as the Bekker
equation:
kP =Ic + k, zn
(2)
where p is the normal pressure acting on the sinkage plate, k, is a cohesion-dependent parameter,
k, is a friction angle dependent parameter, n is the sinkage index, b is the plate width, and z is the
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sinkage of the plate into the soil 3. This equation was later modified by Reece into:
p = (ck'c + byk',)
(3)
where p is the normal pressure acting on the sinkage plate, c is the soil cohesion, y is the soil
density, b is the plate radius or width, and k' and k', are the dimensionless cohesion dependent
soil coefficient and frictional dependent soil coefficient, respectively". The sinkage index, n
defines the trend of the relationship between pressure and sinkage. The sinkage index is
modeled by Equation 4:
n = no + nji
(4)
where no is the nominal sinkage exponent and n1 is the slip-sinkage exponent, which is
determined empirically 12. These two constant, along with the constants kC and k',, can be
obtained through a bevemeter test, and then applied to later samples of the same or similar
materials.
2.3 Normal Stresses
The value for sinkage z of the wheel vertically into the soil at a particular angular location
0 can be obtained by Equation 5:
r(cosO - Cosof) em 0 < Of
Z Sr cos ( ff 
-
OM) Coso Or < 0 < Om
(5)
where Of is the soil entry angle, O, is the exit angle, 0, is the angle at which the maximum
.3normal stress occurs, and r is the wheel radius
Normal stresses at the wheel-soil contact area are assumed to be purely radial, and are
approximated using the pressure-sinkage relationship developed by Recee, represented as the
piece-wise function"' 2 :
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(ck'c + byk'() (!)f (cosO - cosof)n Om 9 0 < Of
= ~ ~ r / ((O-Or)(Oj-Om)1(ck'c + byk',) (- [cos (of - m-r - COSf nr < 0 < Om
(6)
Note that Equation 6 is achieved by substituting Equation 5 for sinkage into Equation 3.
Figure 1 illustrates the normal stress and shear stress along a wheel-soil contact
interface2
Figure 1: Distribution of normal and shear stresses across the surface of a wheel
due to the travel over loose soil terrain. Certain physical parameters such as
entry angle Of7 exit angle 0,., max normal stress angle 0, wheel radius r, and
sinkage z, are also represented.
The entry angle is based on the original terrain elevation and the exit angle is based on the
deformed terrain elevation. The location of 6 . is important since it defines the location of
maximum normal stress, and the break in the piece-wise function for normal stress. The
equation for 9 m is:
Om = (a1 + a2zi)f
(7)
where i is the slip, and a, and a2 are two model parameters which need to be experimentally
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measured or estimated 2 . In this coordinate system, rotation in the counterclockwise direction
corresponds to a positive value for theta, while rotation in the clockwise direction corresponds to
a negative value.
2.4 Shear Stresses
The shear stress evaluation employed by Artemis uses a formula first proposed by Janosi
and Hanamoto, combined with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The value for shear stress r
with respect to a particular angular location on the wheel 6 is represented by Equation 8:
... x
r(O) = (c + (6) -tan p) (1 - e kx)
(8)
where c is the cohesion of the material, u(6) is the normal stress at the angular location 6, qp is the
internal friction angle of the soil material, j. is the shear displacement, and k, is the shear
deformation modulus of the material1 2. The shear displacement]X of a point on the wheel can be
determined by:
jx = r (6f - - (1 - i)(sin6f - sin 60))
(9)
assuming that i is greater than or equal to zero. The derivation of shear displacement from the
tangential slip velocity of the wheel can be found in Appendix A.
2.5 Drawbar Pull Force
From Senatore, "once the stress profile acting on a wheel has been completely defined,
these profiles can be integrated to determine the net forces and torques, which are then summed
to compute overall vehicle motion.
Traction forces generated by a wheel can be decomposed in two components: a thrust
component, which acts to move the vehicle forward; and a compaction resistance component,
which resists forward motion." Thrust, T, is computed as the sum of all shear force components
in the direction of forward motion, as expressed by Equation 10:
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T =wr rcos0d6
r
(10)
where w is the wheel width.
Compaction resistance, Re, is the result of all normal force components acting to resist
forward motion, and can be thought of as the net resistance force provided by the soil:
RC = wr f -sin 6 dO
or
(11)
The net longitudinal force, also termed the drawbar pull, F, is calculated as the
difference between the thrust force and resistance force. Drawbar pull is the resultant force that
can either accelerate the wheel, or provide a pulling force at the vehicle axle.
F, = T - Rc
(12)
A positive drawbar force implies that a rover can generate forward motion on a particular
patch of terrain, while a negative drawbar force suggests that forward motion is difficult or
impossible. 2
2.6 Torque
From Senatore, "torque, M, is the resultant of shearing action along the wheel rim, and
can be calculated as:" 2
of
M = wr 2 'r dO
r
(13)
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2.7 Vertical/ Sinkage Forces
From Senatore, "the sinkage of a wheel can be calculated by solving a vertical force
equilibrium problem, which enforces the fact that the force resisting wheel penetration into the
soil must be balanced by the vertical load acting on that wheel.
Fz = wr fof (o cos 6 + r sin 6)dO
Gr
(14)
Note that the balance of vertical load is the first equation that must be solved in order to define
entry and exit angles Of and 0r-"2
3. Determination of Proper Soil Simulant through Shear
Stress Testing
In order to replicate the interactions that the rover's wheels will endure on Mars, and thus
confirm that the reactions recorded during testing are similar to those reactions the wheels will
experience, testing must be done in order to determine the proper soil for the experimental setup.
Geologists from NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), based on observations of Mars sands,
advised our laboratory to create a simulant with the following characteristics: an average grain
size of approximately 100 microns, a mix of material with a coarse tail up to approximately 250
microns, a concentration between 25 and 35 percent of silt and clay-sized particles, and particles
which are angular, rather than highly rounded. Furthermore, for our purposes, the material
selected should show some consistent level of apparent cohesion.
Two different materials were initially selected to make up the structure of our soil
simulant: Mauricetown NJ70 series material, referred to as NJ70 for short, and SilCoSil 250
Ground Silica, referred to as SilCoSil for short. Both of these sands are distributed by US Silica.
To establish the concentration of each material that would be best for our purposes, a series of
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mixtures at various concentration levels were tested in a direct shear test, in order to determine
the internal friction angle and behavior of these materials under shear.
3.1 Experimental Design
A test rig used to conduct the ASTM International Standard Test Method for Direct Shear
Test of Soils Under Consolidated Drained Conditions was developed by MIT's Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering Structures, Materials, and Rock Mechanics Laboratory,
and was considered suitable for our needs'0 . The rig consists of three main parts: the carriage
and loading box, the motor assembly, and the load cell.
Figure 2: The test rig designed to run ASTM International Standard Test Method
for Direct Shear Test of Soils Under Consolidated Drained Conditions,
developed by MIT's Structures, Materials, and Rock Mechanics Laboratory.
The carriage is fitted with a loading box, in which the test material sits. The loading box
consists of two halves that are allowed to slide freely after the test material is put in place, in
order to create shear in the material.
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Figure 3: The carriage, fitted with the loading box and bottom plate. This is the
configuration of the carriage just before material is loaded into the box.
Figure 4: Demonstration of the relative displacement possible between the two
halves of the loading box, which causes shear in the test material.
In the rig, the carriage is connected to a motor assembly shown in Figure 5, while the top
half of the loading box is connected to a load cell shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: The carriage is connected to a motor which drives the carriage, and
bottom half of the loading box, to the right during the test.
Figure 6: The top half of the box is connected to a load cell, which both remain
stationary during the test. The carriage and bottom half of the loading box are
the only objects which move in reference to the observer, creating shear.
During operation, the motor pushes the carriage across the ball bearings that the carriage sits
upon. Since the bottom half of the loading box rests against the walls of the carriage, this
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actuation causes the bottom half of the loading box to slide to the right, while the top half is held
stationary by the load cell, demonstrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Demonstration of the final locations of the top of the box, bottom of
the box, and the carriage after a test has been completed.
Figure 8: The horizontal potentiometer, which measures the lateral displacement
of the carriage, and thus the displacement of the bottom half of the loading box,
over time. The spring ensures that the potentiometer is touching against the side
of the carriage throughout the test.
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The load cell records the shear load, in kilograms, on the material as the bottom half of
the loading box is displaced. The rig also includes a horizontal potentiometer, shown in Figure
8, which measures the horizontal displacement of the carriage, and thus the displacement of the
bottom half of the loading box, over time.
Before the test begins, the loading box is fitted with a cap which is used to measure the
initial height of the material in the box, and thus the volume of the test sample. The geometry of
the cap was designed to match the geometry of the weight shown in Figure 9, which is placed
onto the sample in order to create a constant normal force on the material during testing.
Figure 9: The weight placed on top of the cap in order to create a constant
normal stress on the test material. Additional weights can be placed on top of
the bottom circular platform in order to generate higher normal stresses.
A vertical potentiometer is placed on top of this weight in order to record the change in height
and volume of the material as it is being sheared, shown in Figure 10. Also shown in Figure 10
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are the vertical springs that are attached to the loading box, in order to create a slight separation
between the two halves. The vertical springs also reduce the frictional forces between the two
halves of the loading box as they slide against each other.
Figure 10: The vertical potentiometer and vertical springs.
3.2 Experimental Procedure
Three different mixtures, each of various concentrations of NJ70 and SilCoSil material,
were initially selected for testing: 100% NJ70, 75% NJ70 mixed with 25% SilCoSil, and 50%
NJ70 mixed with 50% SilCoSil (by weight). These compositions were selected in order to cover
a broad range of concentrations through minimal test runs, and understand the general trend
between the concentration of the various materials and the residual stresses and internal friction
angle of these materials. The samples of were prepared by placing an empty plastic jar onto a
scale, zeroing out the scale, placing the appropriate amount of NJ70 material in the container in
order to create a 300g sample (225g for the 75% NJ70 mix, 150g for the 50% NJ70 mix), waiting
for the material and scale reading to settle, and then placing the appropriate amount of SilCoSil
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material into the container. The composition and total weight of each sample were accurate to
within 0.267% of the specified amount. The jar was then sealed shut, shaken up in order to
completely mix its contents, and the fine particles then were given time to settle completely
before opening the container again.
For each test, the carriage and loading box was removed from the test apparatus, and the
loading box was assembled fully inside the carriage, with the bottom plate fitted in the loading
box in its proper orientation, shown in Figure 3. The sample container that holds the test
material is placed onto a scale, in order to record its initial mass. Using a funnel, the material is
carefully poured in the loading box until it fills about 80% of the volume of the box. Care is
taken to ensure that the material is not being "packed down" as it is loaded into the box, and that
the height of the material in the box remains approximately uniform. The top plate is then
carefully dropped into place on top of the test material, and the cap is placed onto the top plate.
The height of the cap is measured using a caliper, and this measurement is used to calculate the
volume of the material in the box. The sample container is then placed back onto the scale, and
its final mass, and thus the mass of the sample, is calculated. The volume and mass of the
material is used to calculate the sample's density.
The carriage is then placed into the assembly, and the horizontal potentiometer is set into
place so it is contacting the side of the carriage, and can slide freely. Either a 6.2 kg weight, a
16.2 kg weight, or a 26.2 kg weight is placed on top of the cap, depending on the experiment,
resulting in a normal stress of 16.87 kPa, 44.13 kPa, or 71.37 kPa, respectively, on the material.
The vertical potentiometer is placed on top of the weight, and a slight separation between the two
halves of the loading box is created by attaching the vertical springs to the top of the loading
box.
The acquisition software begins recording the data from the load cell and potentiometers.
Finally, the motor is turned on, which begins the test. The two halves of the box should slowly
slide apart, creating a shear stress in the material. Just before the carriage reaches its full range
of travel, the data acquisition is ended, and then the motor is turned off, concluding the test. The
manual crank is used to return the carriage drive to its initial position. The carriage is removed
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from the assembly, and all of the soil from the loading box and carriage is transferred back into
the sample jar. The jar is resealed, shaken thoroughly in order to completely mix its contents,
and then allowed to settle completely before it is opened again.
The experiment was run 23 times, in order to conduct multiple trials of each material
(100%, 75%, and 50% NJ7O) under each of the normal loading conditions (16.87 kPa, 44.13 kPa,
and 71.37 kPa).
3.3 Results and Conclusion
Figure 11 shows three graphs, each representing a typical curve for the load on the load
cell, in kilograms, versus the displacement of the carriage, with 44.13 kPa of normal stress on the
material. Each graph is labeled with a different test composition. In this particular case, the
residual shear load on the material at the end of the test for the 100% NJ70 composition is 10.88
kg, while the residual load for the 75% and 50% NJ70 composition is 12.60 kg and 11.70 kg,
respectively.
Figure 12 presents the shear stress versus displacement graphs for all the test runs under
each particular normal loading condition. The red solid line designates the 100% NJ70
composition, the green dashed line signifies the 75% NJ70 composition, and the blue dotted line
designates the 50% NJ70 compositions. Multiple lines of the same type on one graph represent
different trails of the same material under the same normal stress.
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Figure 11: Typical shear load versus displacement curves for (a) the 100% NJ70
composition (b) the 75% NJ70 25% SilCoSil composition (c) the 50% NJ70
50% SilCoSil composition, all under 44.13 kPa normal stress. Note that the
100% NJ70 composition has a slight hump in the curve before settling to its
residual load, while the other two materials follow more of an asymptotic
behavior.
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Shear Stress on Material vs Carriage Displacement Under 71.37 kPa Normal Stress
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Displacement (cm)
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Figure 12: Shear stress versus displacement graphs for the three different normal
stress conditions. The red solid line designates 100% NJ7O, the green dashed
line signifies 75% NJ7O, and the blue dotted line designates 50% NJ7O.
Multiple lines of the same type on one graph represent different trails of the
same material under the same normal loading conditions. Note that the residual
shear stresses are consistently higher for the 75% and 50% NJ70 compositions
compared to the 100% NJ70 composition.
A table comparing the average residual stresses of the three different materials at the
three particular normal loading conditions is presented below.
100% NJ70 75% NJ70, 25% SilCoSil 50% NJ7O, 50% SilCoSil
16.87 kPa Normal Stress 14.89 kPa 16.67 kPa 15.42 kPa
44.13 kPa Normal Stress 34.53 kPa 38.31 kPa 36.62 kPa
71.37 kPa Normal Stress 55.19 kPa 61.48 kPa 61.95 kPa
Table 1: Average residual shear stress for a certain material given a particular
normal stress.
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The average residual shear stress for the 75% and 50% NJ70 compositions are consistently larger
than the average residual shear stress for the 100% NJ70 composition. This means that in the
large-scale experimental setup, the former two materials will develop larger shear and normal
stresses on the wheel for a particular displacement compared to the latter material. This is
beneficial in order to achieve a larger range of stresses and torques on the wheel that can be
tested.
Furthermore, the 100% NJ70 compositions has a well-defined "hump" in the shear stress-
displacement curve, particularly evident in the case of higher normal stresses. For the 100%
NJ70 material, as the value for displacement constantly increases, the value for the shear stress
rises up, hits a maximum value, and then decreases to a certain stress value that the material
settles at. This behavior is unlike the trend of the 75% and 50% compositions, where the shear
stress continually rises until settling at a certain value with asymptote-like behavior. This means
for the 100% NJ70 composition, the material quickly reaches its peak strength, which is the
opposite effect of what we need from a test material. The desired material should provide poor
traction in order to simulate the worst case scenarios for forces and torques on the wheel, and this
poor traction is best represented by the asymptote-like behavior of the 75% and 50% NJ70
compositions.
Figure 13 shows the values for residual shear stress versus normal stress, plotted as
individual data points from all twenty-three test runs. Each graph details a particular
composition. A line of best fit was added to each graph in order to solve for the internal friction
angle of each material. The internal friction angle of the 100% NJ70 composition is 36.5
degrees. The internal friction angle of the 75% NJ70 composition is 39.3 degrees. The internal
friction angle of the 50% NJ70 composition is 40.3 degrees.
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Internal Friction Angle for 100% NJ70 Composition
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Figure 13: Residual shear stress versus normal stress for (a) the 100% NJ70
composition (b) the 75% NJ70 25% SilCoSil composition (c) the 50% NJ70
50% SilCoSil composition By adding a linear line of best fit to the data, the
internal friction angle of the material can be determined.
The 75% and 50% NJ70 compositions have comparable internal friction angles that are higher
than the internal friction angle of the 100% NJ70 composition.
The 75% NJ70 25% SilCoSil composition and the 50% NJ70 50% SilCoSil have higher
residual stresses, lower peak strength, and a higher internal friction angle, and are thus more
desirable materials, than the 100% NJ70 composition. For these three criteria, the two
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appropriate compositions are comparable: the internal friction angles of the two materials differ
by only one degree, or 2.54%, and the average residual shear stresses for the two materials differ
by less than 10% for any test. Thus, both of these materials would be suitable for our needs.
From this information, it was decided that the 75% NJ7O, 25% SilCoSil composition should be
the soil simulant for the experimental setup, due to the fact that this composition has a lower
amount of harmful silica dust, which will make transportation, installation, and operation of the
soil simulant easier, compared to the 50% NJ70 50% SilCoSil composition, with no downsides.
4. Experimental Design for Validating Wheel- Soil
Interaction Model
Figure 14: The full-scale rig used to conduct single wheel validation tests for
experimentation.
Experiments for validating the wheel-soil interaction model of Artemis were conducted at
the MIT Robotic Mobility Group (RMG) Laboratory, with a rig similar to the one presented in
Zhou et al., except much large in scale 2 . The soil simulant sits within a bed approximately 12
feet long by 4 feet wide by 2 feet deep. The test wheel used in the rig is a spare flight wheel
from JPL used for testing on the MSL Scarecrow (a testing platform based on the Curiosity rover
specifications), measuring approximately 0.5 meters in diameter and 0.5 meters in width. The
rig has two motors which independently control angular displacement and longitudinal
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translation of the test wheel, in order to create various slip conditions that can be input into the
system.
Figure 15: This motor-coupler assembly is attached to the axis of a pulley wheel,
which actuates a timing belt.
Figure 16: The timing belt is attached to the upper chassis of the rig, such that
actuation of the motor causes angular displacement of the pulley, thus linear
displacement of the timing belt, and linear displacement of the wheel.
Longitudinal translation is controlled through a motor/ pulley/ belting system. The pulley
belt is attached to the wheel's upper chassis, in order to force horizontal movement of the whole
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chassis, and thus the wheel. The two guiderails restrain the movement of the chassis to one
degree of freedom, that of translation normal to the wheel axle.
Figure 17: The upper chassis houses four linear sliding bearings. These bearings
are attached to two guiderails, which restriction the motion of the chassis to one
degree of freedom. Cantilever beams extend from the edges of the rig to the
guiderails in order to minimize the droop in the rails over its full length.
The lower chassis can slide vertically along the three shafts connected to the upper
chassis. The upper chassis is equipped with a winch which controls the lifting and lowering
operations of the wheel onto the testbed. A draw wire encoder is mounted to the bottom of the
upper chassis and is connected to the top of the lower chassis through a carabineer. The encoder
is used to measure the change in height of the lower chassis, and thus the sinkage of the wheel,
over time.
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Figure 18: The connection between the upper chassis and lower chassis. Three
flanged sleeve roller bearings limit the degrees of freedom of the lower chassis
in reference to the upper chassis to just one: travel up and down. The crank is
used to lower and raise the lower chassis, and specifically the wheel, into the
soil simulant.
Figure 19: The draw wire encoder, mounted between the upper chassis with
bolts and the lower chassis with a carabineer, is used to measure the vertical
displacement of the wheel, or sinkage, as it passes over the soil material.
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The lower chassis contains the motor which controls the angular displacement of the
wheel, and a load cell which measures the forces and torques on the wheel in all six degrees of
freedom. The wheel motor is connected to a flange-to-flange reaction torque sensor that
measures the torque applied by the motor.
Figure 20: The motor/ coupler assembly, which directly manipulates the wheel's
central axis, controlling angular rotation. Also in the lower chassis is a load cell
and a torque sensor, which measures the forces and torque on the wheel in all six
degrees of freedom.
Figure 21: Another view of the wheel.
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The lower chassis is also mounted with two cylindrical supports, which barbell weights
can be fitted onto in order to adjust the vertical load on the wheel.
Figure 22: The cylindrical barbell mounts on the lower chassis, used to vary the
vertical load on the wheel.
Figure 23: A view of the soil simulant inside the test bin, along with the tracks
created by the wheel's treads on the terrain during a standard test.
The operation of the two motors is controlled though a Labview program developed by
MIT's Robotic Mobility Group, which allows the user to input the angular velocity of the wheel
and the slip value for a particular test. The program will then automatically calculate and set the
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longitudinal velocity in order to replicate the desired slip value. The program also manages the
calibration information and data collection from the load cell, torque sensor, and draw wire
encoder for each test run.
5. Experimental Procedure for Wheel- Soil Interaction
Testing
For all experimental trials, the test wheel is set to an angular velocity of 0.1687 radians
per second. This angular velocity generates a linear velocity at the outer edge of the wheel of 3.8
centimeters per second, which is the approximate nominal speed of the Curiosity rover during
motion (assuming no slip).
Before each test is run, the top layer of material in the bin is disturbed with a shovel, in
order to relieve any residual stresses in the packed-down soil from a previous test. The material
is then scrapped across its surface with a large, thin, square aluminum sheet, so that the soil is
approximately uniform in height, to within about one centimeter, across the length of the bin.
Care is taken to ensure that the soil is not packed-down as it is being leveled. If necessary, place
the flat aluminum sheet lightly on top of the soil, and check the uniformity of the soil with a
level.
Raise the wheel off of the test bed using the winch, and drive the chassis to the edge of
the bin. Set the desired slip condition in the Labview program for a particular test run. Begin
collecting data from the load cell and torque sensor. Lower the wheel into the soil using the
crank. Activate the wheel motor and carriage motor to being motion. Allow the wheel and
carriage to travel a significant distance, at least one meter, across the top of the soil. Before the
carriage reaches it full range of travel, deactivate the motion of the carriage and wheel.
Conclude data collection.
The experiment was run a total of 32 times, in order to conduct multiple trials of the
wheel under five different slip conditions (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7) and two different vertical
loads (51 ON and 750N).
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6. Results and Discussion
Tables 2 and 3 compare the average values for vertical load, drawbar force, wheel torque,
and sinkage for each of the slip levels tested at different nominal vertical loads.
510 N Nominal Vertical Load (N) Drawbar Force (N) Torque (Nm) Sinkage (mm)
Vertical Load
0% Slip 509.00 N 100.80 N 39.91 Nm 6.57 mm
10% Slip 508.75 N 141.92 N 50.89 Nm 13.11 mm
30% Slip 509.25 N 164.46 N 62.20 Nm 19.92 mm
50% Slip 507.83 N 192.99 N 70.69 Nm 34.98 mm
70% Slip 509.53 N 208.79 N 74.78 Nm 45.79 mm
Table 2: Average Vertical Load, Drawbar Force, Torque, and Sinkage of the
wheel during 510 N Nominal Vertical Load tests, compared to the slip value.
750 N Nominal Vertical Load (N) Drawbar Force (N) Torque (Nm) Sinkage (mm)
Vertical Load
0% Slip 756.95 N 72.14 N 53.76 Nm 16.16 mm
10% Slip 753.01 N 138.99 N 73.08 Nm 18.22 mm
30% Slip 750.41 N 194.11 N 95.00 Nm 30.84 mm
50% Slip 751.70 N 249.55 N 110.96 Nm 42.62 mm
70% Slip 748.38 N 273.80 N 121.37 Nm 51.70 mm
Table 3: Average Vertical Load, Lrawbar Force, Torque, and Sinkage of
wheel during 750 N Nominal Vertical Load tests, compared to the slip value.
the
The average values for vertical load, drawbar force, torque, and sinkage versus slip value for
both the 510 N and 750 N nominal vertical loads are plotted in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Average Values for Vertical Load, Drawbar Force, Torque, and
Sinkage as a function of Slip. Red lines represent the 510 N Nominal Vertical
Load tests, and the blue lines represent 750 N Nominal Vertical Load Tests.
Each data point is accompanied with error bars, which illustrate the standard
deviation of the data set for that particular slip level and vertical load. The solid
lines are linear fits between each data point, while the dotted lines show the
cubic line of best fit for the entire set.
Across different slip levels, the vertical load on the wheel remains relatively constant for
both the 510 N and 750 N Nominal Vertical Load tests. This confirms that at the same nominal
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vertical load, the only cause for the change to drawbar force, torque, and sinkage is the change in
slip value. It also confirms that the vertical load can be a known input into the system, and the
effects of different vertical loads on drawbar force, torque, and sinkage can be properly analyzed
at the same slip level.
For the two vertical loads tested, increasing the slip value of the wheel augments the
sinkage, drawbar force, and torque on the wheel. As the value for slip increases, the wheel
rotates a certain angular displacement which does not translate to longitudinal displacement of
the rover. This causes the treads of the wheel to push against the soil underneath it, and displace
that soil towards the back end of the wheel. This action causes sand to accumulate at the back
end, which decreases the exit angle 0 r. Since the soil under the wheel has been displaced, the
front end of the wheel now has space to sink further down into the terrain, which also causes the
entry angle Of to increase. This increase of the entry angle 6 increases the value of sinkage z,
according to Equation 5. This trend is exhibited by the experimental data, as the value for
sinkage surges as the slip value increases.
According to Equation 3, as the value for sinkage increases, the normal stress, or
pressure, on the wheel increases by the power of the sinkage index n. This rise in normal stress
causes the shear stress on the wheel to compound as well, according to Equation 7. Further, as
the slip increases, the value for shear displacement jX increases, which raises the value for shear
stress regardless of the change in normal stress. A larger magnitude in shear stress, entry angle,
and exit angle all contribute to a larger value for torque, according to Equation 13. This is
confirmed by the experimental testing; as the value for slip increases, so does the torque on the
wheel.
Due to the fact that the shear stress on the wheel is directly proportional to the normal
stress, and increasing the shear displacement alone (by increasing the slip value) also increases
the shear stress on the wheel, as the value for slip increases, the shear stress on the wheel
undergoes a larger increase than the normal stress. However, for larger slip values, the
maximum normal stress location 6 also increases, thus increasing compaction resistance
through normal stress. These two contrasting factors result in the thrust of the wheel to increase
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more than the compaction resistance, which leads to an overall increase in drawbar force as the
value for slip increases. This relationship is confirmed through experimental testing, for the
value of drawbar pull grows with slip according to Figure 24.
According to Equation 14, as the value for vertical load increases, it is expected that the
magnitude of either the normal stress, shear stress, or the entry and exit angles would increase.
Additionally, as detailed above, these three values (normal stress, shear stress, and entry & exit
angles) are coupled, such that an increase in magnitude in one would lead to an increase in
magnitude of the other two. Thus, a higher drawbar force, torque, and sinkage is expected for a
higher vertical load. In general, this conclusion is supported by the experimental data, as the
values for torque and sinkage are higher for the 750 N vertical load test than for the 510 N
vertical load test for all slip levels. Furthermore, the value for drawbar force is higher for the 750
N vertical load test for slip levels of 0.3 and higher.
It is interesting to further discuss the experimental data for drawbar forces under low and
no slip. At the 10% (0.1) slip level, the drawbar forces are approximately the same (within
2.1%) for the two vertical loads, and at no slip, the drawbar force is higher for the 510 N vertical
load test than for the 750 N vertical load test. This could be explained by the fact that the larger
vertical load induces larger slip and therefore larger compaction resistance on the wheel. In a
situation of no slip, where the soil is not being fully sheared or dragged and carried out to the
back end of the wheel, this compaction could create a more solid surface for the wheel to drive
on, therefore creating less net traction, and thus less drawbar force, on the wheel.
Nevertheless, the experimental results from the RMG Laboratory testing consistently
agree with the trend outlined by the theoretical equations.
7. Summary and Conclusions
The empirical data collected through MIT Robotic Mobility Group's single wheel test rig
support the conclusions reached by the Artemis software package for the drawbar pull, torque,
and sinkage of a rover wheel in loose-soil terrain. In general, the experimental data confirms that
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as the slip values of the wheel or the vertical load on the wheel increases, the values for drawbar
force, torque on the wheel, and sinkage of the wheel increase, which is the expected result from
the theoretical/ mathematical models of these three figures. Thus, the experimental data supports
the general trend indicted by the Artemis wheel-soil interaction model.
More data samples will need to be collected with the RMG experimental setup in order to
further verify the values for vertical load, drawbar force, torque, and sinkage for the given slip
values and nominal vertical loads, and to assemble data for other slip values and nominal vertical
loads, such as negative slip values and loads about 750 N. Further investigation should also be
done into the effects of changing vertical loads at low or zero slip values. Finally, direct shear
testing, and possibly bevameter testing, ought to be completed on samples of the soil simulant
used in the RMG experimental setup, in order to obtain properties of the material, such as density
and nominal sinkage exponent, that are used in the wheel-soil interaction model employed by
Artemis, in order to directly compare experimental data with theoretical results.
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8. Appendices
Appendix A: Derivation of Shear Displacement Equation
From Senatore, the shear deformationj] at a particular angle 6 can be calculated by
Equation Al 12:
ix = f = fvt -d0 fo t (Al)
where v, is tangential slip velocity of the wheel, o is the angular velocity, and Ofis the entry
angle. By rewriting the tangential slip velocity in terms of wheel radius r, angular velocity, the
wheel's forward velocity v, and angle 6:
fr d6jx= (rW - v cos)-
(A2)
In noting that v/rco is equal to (1-i),
ix = r (Of - 6 - (1 - i)(sin Of - sin 6))
(9)
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